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An Introduction to True Buddhism 
 

What is Buddhism?  

What is a Buddha?   

What is the Buddha’s Dharma? 

 

 

 

 

 

The Purpose of Religion 

  

What is religion?  

A religion is something that one relies on to define life and to guide one in life. 

The purpose of a religion should be to provide a system of beliefs that eliminates delusion, 

awakens all people to the true reality of life, and saves all living things. A true religion is one that 

does not discriminate against anyone, and leads all living things—whether human, plant or 

animal; whether feeling or non-feeling; whether good or evil—to achieve the highest state of 

awareness. And a true teaching is one that affects everyone the same, whether one believes it or 

not. 

  

 

Buddhism in General and Specific   

 

Buddhism is a system of beliefs based on the teachings of a Buddha—an enlightened One. 

The difference between Buddhism and other major religions of the world, including Christianity, 

Islam, Judaism and Hindu, is that Buddhism is Law-centric and not God-centric. The religions of 

Christianity, Islam, Hindu and Judaism believe that God has existed forever, and is the creator of 

everything. These beliefs differ greatly from Buddhism.  
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In general, Buddhism teaches that no one created life. That said, there are many different 

Buddhist sects, and many different Buddhist beliefs. The specific Buddhism under discussion in 

this text is Nichiren Shoshu. The fundamental belief of the religion of Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism 

is that there is one ultimate Law governing all things. This Law has always existed; the Buddha 

did not create it. The Buddha is a person – a human being just like you and me – who realized 

that such a Law existed. Thus, in Buddhism the Law existed first, and has existed since the infinite 

past – the Buddha came later. 

Another important belief in Buddhism is that there is a reason for everything. To explain 

this briefly, the emergence—or the coming into existence—of all things, such as human life, 

animals, plant life, even stars, planets, sky, water, and so on, is a result of a complex series of 

causes and conditions that occur in time and space. Thus, it can be said that Buddhism is the 

study of life. 

 

 

 

The Law  

  

 Dharma is a Sanskrit word, which means Hō in Japanese and “Law” in English. The 

Dharma or Law is the Buddha’s ultimate truth. What is the ultimate truth? It is 

NamuMyōhōRengeKyō1, the ultimate Law of life and death throughout the universe. It is called 

the Mystic Law, and it is the center of belief in Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism. 

 MyōhōRengeKyō or NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is the Mystic Law. What does this phrase 

mean?  

 Namu means devotion with one’s whole mind and one’s whole life. This devotion is to 

MyōhōRengeKyō. 

 Myō is the mystery and wonder of the life of all people and all things. This concept of 

myō means that even selfish, egotistical people, such as ourselves, who are common mortals, also 

have Buddha-nature and therefore can realize enlightenment. Myō also indicates that everything, 

even insects, plants and dead wood have a soul.  

 Hō refers to the Law. This Law constitutes all living things on this earth as well as all 

things throughout the entire universe. To teach the mystery of life is to teach about the Law. 

                                                           
1 Pronounced- Nan~meo – ho – ren – gay – key-o. 
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 Renge is the lotus flower. In the case of most flowers, the male stamen and the female 

pistil pollinate, fertilize, and later, after the blossoms have perished, produce seeds. This is not 

the case with the lotus plant. The lotus plant is quite unusual in that its flower and seed exist at 

the same time, as the seed pod is the centermost part of the blossom. Because the blossom, which 

is the effect, and seed which is the cause, exist at the same time, the lotus flower is used as a 

metaphor to illustrate a unique and wonderful aspect of the Law, which is that cause and effect 

are present simultaneously. As human beings, we were conceived by two parents, our mothers 

and fathers. Children exist because a man and women came together. The parents are the cause; 

the children are the effect. Cause…effect. Cause…effect. Cause…effect. Cause and effect go on 

and on and on . . . forever. 

 Kyō means teaching or sutra. It refers to the Buddha’s teaching. It is the Buddha’s 

preaching of the Law. Kyō indicates the “pure and far-reaching voice” of the Buddha.  

 NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is the expression of life’s dynamic continuum in one phrase. 

NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is actually life condensed. It can be compared to concentrated orange 

juice; it is life concentrate. NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is our life.  

 The concepts and teachings inherent in the Law of NamuMyōhōRengeKyō are set forth 

in the scripture known as the Lotus Sutra. The Lotus Sutra was one of Shakyamuni Buddha’s last 

teachings. NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is the only religion that teaches about life – what life is. It 

teaches that life itself is the Law; that the Law is within us, and that the Law is inherent in every 

living thing.  It also teaches that the seed of Buddhahood is the fruit of Buddhahood. 

NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is both the seed and the fruit of Buddhahood. It is both cause and effect. 

 The Law is above and beyond any god. It is an intangible that cannot be grasped or seen. 

It is incomparable; there is no other Law like it. There is only NamuMyōhōRengeKyō. 

NamuMyōhōRengeKyō, the Mystic Law of cause and effect, works the same in everyone’s life 

whether one believes it or not. 
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Buddha   

 

When the Law and the person merge, and the person embodies the Law—incorporates 

the Law into his or her life, and his or her behavior demonstrates that he or she is living with full 

awareness of the Law—this is Buddha. One who understands the Law of MyōhōRengeKyō is a 

Buddha. Such a person is awakened to the true reality of existence and the ultimate truth of life, 

and helps others achieve the same realization. A Buddha teaches everyone without 

discrimination.  

 

 

Buddha-nature   

 

 Christians believe that man is basically evil, and can only be saved if Jesus enters into 

one’s heart. Buddhism believes that man is basically good because all people have Buddha-nature 

at the core of their lives. 

Yes, you have Buddha-nature within you. Would you believe that a rug has Buddha-

nature? Trees have Buddha-nature, so do flowers and grass. Even the gravel in a driveway and 

the asphalt on a road have Buddha-nature. The birds and bees have Buddha-nature, as do rats 

and vermin. The air and water have Buddha-nature too. As you’ve probably surmised, 

everything has Buddha-nature, even the dead.  

 What is Buddha-nature? NamuMyōhōRengeKyō is Buddha-nature. Buddha-nature is the 

life of Buddha. It is the seed of Buddhahood contained within all life. It is what gives all life the 

potential to realize Buddhahood or become enlightened. Since everything has the seed of 

Buddhahood, anyone and anything can become enlightened. 

 There are not different kinds of Buddha-natures; there is only one Buddha-nature. The 

Buddha-nature is the same in all things. 

 

 

 


